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The world wide web has brought about a paradigm shift in the way medical research is published and accessed.
The ease with which a new journal can be started/hosted by publishing start-ups is unprecedented. The tremen-
dous capabilities of the worldwide web and the open access revolution when combinedwith a highly profitable
business have attracted unscrupulous fraudulent operators to the publishing industry. The intent of these fraud-
ulent publishers is solely driven by profit with utter disregard to scientific content, peer reviews and ethics. This
phenomenon has been referred to as “predatory publishing”. The “international” tag of such journals often be-
trays their true origins.
The gold open access model of publishing, where the author pays the publisher, when coupled with a non-
existent peer review threatens to blur the distinction between science and pseudoscience. The average re-
searcher needs to be made more aware of this clear and present danger to the scientific community. Prevention
is better than cure.
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To quote George Bernard Shaw “If you have an apple and I have an
apple and we exchange these apples then you and I will still each
have one apple. But if you have an idea and I have an idea and we ex-
change these ideas, then each of uswill have two ideas.” Ideas translated
into research and its publication is going through a rapid state of evolu-
tion. The dark side of this evolution is now beginning to emerge in the
scientific world.

The traditional method of submitting the manuscript to journals,
which is then subjected to critical peer review prior to acceptance and
publication, has stood the test of time. Publishing groups at their end
have to employ editors of repute, peer reviewers and a teamof technical
editors. Publisher also handles the indexing, typesetting, paper printing,
online hosting, and distribution of the journal. All this costs time and
money. The money is generated via subscription model where the
reader or institution pays. The journal is indexed by leading databases
such as PUBMED, SCOPUS, and OVID. The articles are provided free to
readers after a certain period via “green open access”model of publish-
ing [1]. Developing countries benefit from free access to these journals
via WHO initiatives like HINARI (Health Internetwork Access to Re-
search Initiative), which acts like an online library of large number of
publishing groups. The author meanwhile is content in the fact that
his research work has found the right platform for widespread dissem-
ination of his idea. The world wide web has brought about a paradigm

shift in the way medical research is published and accessed. The ease
with which a new journal can be started/hosted by publishing start-
ups is unprecedented. It is pertinent to mention that medical research
remains a highly profitable business. Large publishing groups earn
profits in the billions of dollars.

The open access revolution started in late nineties as a new business
model of publication.Here the author bears the cost of publication in the
form of article processing charges (APCs). This has been termed as the
gold open access model of publishing. The tremendous capabilities of
world wide web and open access revolution when combined with a
highly profitable business have attracted unscrupulous fraudulent oper-
ators to this industry. The intent of these fraudulent publishers is solely
driven by profit with utter disregard to scientific content, peer reviews
and ethics. This phenomenon has been referred to as “predatory pub-
lishing” [2,3].

These publishers promising fast peer reviews and acceptance con-
stantly spam the emails of the gullible research scholars. The email ad-
dresses are usually harvested from legitimately published journals.
The emails entice the researcher by praising their earlier works. The
websites of these journals look authentic. The names of these journals
usually have adjectives like “world”, “international”, and “global”, giving
an impression of stature and repute [3]. Some claim affiliations to large
indexing databases like PUBMED. The editorial board as advertised on
the website includes photographs of reputed researchers in the field,
usually without their express permission or knowledge. Sir Richard
Doll, an eminent British epidemiologist, who died in 2005 at the age of
92 and Canadian Mario Pinto, president of the Natural Sciences and En-
gineering Research Council, a major science funding agency appear as
editors with their photographs under fictitious names in a predatory
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journal website [4]. Peter Uhnemann, a fictitious character had ap-
peared on thewebsite of one such journal alongwith a fake photograph
in the editorial board [5]. The peer review is usually non-existent or at
best shallow. Typically these journals produce an invoice to the tune
of $1000–$3000 prior to publication. This shocking revelation usually
hits the prospective author unexpectedly as there is no prominentmen-
tion of these fees on the journal website or their initial emails. Any at-
tempt to retract the manuscript by the gullible researcher at this point
is met with resistance from the publisher, quoting frivolous reasons or
retraction fee.

Jeffrey Beall, an academic librarian and a researcher at the University
of Colorado in Denver, has been aiming to spread awareness about the
threat of predatory publishing [3]. He maintains a blog wherein he
claims to constantly update the list of predatory journals for the benefit
of all research scholars [6]. According to Beall the rate of growth of pred-
atory publishers far outstrip the Directory of Open Access Journals
(DOAJs). In a recent sting operation John Bohannon submitted fake
manuscripts tomany scientific journals. Thesemanuscriptswereflawed
in scientific contents and research methodology [7]. It is noteworthy
that 82% of journals targeted in Beall's list of predatory journals ac-
cepted the fake paper. It is however frightening to note that a significant
number of these “predatory journals” from Beall's list have been
indexed in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJs) [7]. Matters
aremadeworsewhen these fraudulent publishing houses acquire legit-
imately PUBMED indexed journals to gain authenticity. They then ad-
vertise affiliations to large indexing databases of such acquired
journals. In a recent development the US government, has issued a
cease and desist letter to one such publisher who has been accused of
falsely associating its name with PUBMED central, NIH and its em-
ployees on its website.

Why would anyone fall prey to such academic predators? The an-
swer probably lies in the highly competitive publish or perish academic
research environment in developed countries. This academic environ-
ment has slowly percolated into the developing countries as well.
Many developing countries like India and China promote scientific re-
search publications through incentives. These incentives come in the
form of scholarly appointments/promotions in universities and top in-
stitutions [3]. In fact China is now the second largest funder of research
of all types and requires that any research arising from this funding
should be open access [8]. Most universities/institutions in developing
countries however discriminate between international and national re-
search publications, giving preference to the former.While what consti-
tutes “international” is not clearly defined, the general impression

points towards the publishing houses from the developed nations. It is
widely known that manuscript acceptance rates in most of the indexed
“international” western journals that follow the traditional system of
publishing are abysmally low. The gold open accessmodel of publishing
when coupled with a non-existent peer review therefore emerges an
oasis in this desert of opportunities. The “international” tag of such
journals often betrays their true origins. These journals mostly operate
out of developing countries where laws to curb them are either lacking
or deficient. The street addresses provided in the journals website are
usually fake.

The threat of predatory publishing is real. The list of predatory pub-
lishers has risen exponentially over the years from being 18 in 2011 to
693 in 2015 [9] (Table 1). They are bringing bad reputation to other
properly functioning open access journals. The fraudulent operators
have also begun hijacking well-established journals by launching their
fake online versions to solicit manuscripts from naïve scientists [10].
We trust the regulatory bodies and reputed indexing services for timely
intervention by keeping a close watch. Well established journals have
also started spawning new online versions at an unprecedented rate.
The need to focus on quality cannot be overemphasized in today's
booming publication era. Meanwhile the average researcher needs to
be made more aware of this clear and present danger to the scientific
community. A set of criteria that may act as red flag signs to alert the
vulnerable scientist against a predatory publisher exists [9]. Some
pointers to a potential predatory publisher include sending spam
email to solicit articles, publisher's website being riddled with gram-
matical and typographical errors, lack of clarity on the location of
publisher's headquarters, publishers email addresses obtained from
free email providers like yahoo.com, gmail.com and the journal's claim
to some fake impact factor or misleading metric (e.g. view factor). Pre-
vention is certainly better than cure.
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Table 1
Number of predatory publishers and standalone journals 2011–2015 [9].

Year Number of potential predatory
publishers

Number of predatory standalone
journals

2011 18 Not available
2012 23 Not available
2013 225 126
2014 477 303
2015 693 507
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